GORDIUS – KEMPER INTEGRATION
HOW TO SET UP THE GORDIUS LITTLE GIANT 2
FOR CONTROLLING THE KEMPER PROFILER
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1. Introduction
Although the LittleGiant is designed to be a generic MIDI controller, it has some functionality which is
specific to certain devices. Two-way communication with the KEMPER Profiling Amp is one example
of such brand specific functionality.
Thanks to cooperation with the Kemper R&D team, and the willingness of Kemper to provide a
detailed specification for MIDI communication with their product, we were able to implement a close
integration between our foot controller and the Kemper Profiler. Features which are only possible
through this device specific communication are:
-

automatic synchronization of stomp states when selecting rigs

-

automatic display of the selected rig name

-

display of the tempo set for the selected Profiler rig

-

display of the Kemper Profiler tuner on the LittleGiant screen

Apart from that, a few simple MIDI commands are sufficient to fully control the Profiler, which has an
extended “performance mode” on board. The proposed LittleGiant sample setup takes full advantage
of the Profiler performance mode, and therefore doesn’t use any of the setlist functionality built into
the LG2, although the one doesn’t exclude the other.
Sample setups are available for LG2, LGX2 and LGM2. They can be downloaded from our website
www.gordius.be .
Current document explains in detail the content of the sample setups, and mentions how you can
integrate this setup with control of additional devices in your rig. Controlling multiple devices
simultaneously with one compact foot controller remains the strong point of the GORDIUS products.

2. The connections
In order to use the two-way communication between LG2 and Profiler, you need to connect 2 MIDI
cables. One goes from LG2 MIDI OUT to Profiler MIDI IN, the second cable goes from Profiler MIDI
OUT to LG2 MIDI IN. You can add more MIDI controlled devices to the MIDI chain, by going from the
Profiler MIDI THRU connector to the MIDI IN of the next device, and so on. This way the LG2 can
control multiple devices simultaneously.
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3. The sample LG2 setup
This chapter covers all aspects of the sample LG2 setup in detail, but is also a must-read for LGX2 and
LGM2 users. The main concepts are identical for all three models. Later chapters will focus on the
differences between the different models, with an obvious advantage for the LGX2 having more
direct switches available.

3.1 Global settings

Activating Kemper 2-way communication
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Kemper integration is activated in the MIDI Channels box on the Variables page of ControlCenter. The
checkbox “MIDI channel for Kemper integration” needs to be ticked, and a MIDI channel needs to be
specified.
Important: make sure that this setting matches the MIDI global channel specified in the Profiler. To
check this, click the SYSTEM button on the Profiler and navigate to the MIDI Settings page. Especially
when you want to control additional devices, do not leave this setting to “Omni”, but specify a
dedicated MIDI channel to be used by the Profiler.

Send MIDI with the Up/Down switches
A second global setting to change is the way the LG2 Up/Down switches behave. The Profiler listens
to a specific MIDI command to scroll up or down through performances. Auto-scrolling functionality
is built in, for fast browsing through a large list of (up to 125) performances. In order to support this,
the LG2 needs to send the “Performance Up/Down” commands when clicking the Up/Down
switches, instead of the default behavior of scrolling through LG2 songs or banks. The checkbox
shown in the screenshot above, in the Switches section of ControlCenter, allows turning the
Up/Down keys in regular preset switches, which can send MIDI.
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Activate tempo display on switch LED 10
Thanks to the 2-way communication, the LG2 can display the current tempo used by the Profiler,
similar to LED in the TAP switch on the Profiler front panel. As you will see in a later chapter, our
sample setup proposes to use switch 10 as taptempo switch. Therefore on the LEDs page we indicate
to use LED 10 for tempo display, after activating tempo display globally on the Clock page, as
indicated in the screenshot above.
Remark: since the name of the current rig is automatically displayed in the lower half of the LG2
display, the most convenient display mode to use for the LG2 is the “song+preset” display mode. In
this mode the original preset name will be nicely overwritten with the actual rig name.
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3.2 Expression pedals

Expression pedal setup
Two expression pedal setups are created: one for Volume, sending CC07, and one for Wah, sending
CC01. Of course the LG2 allows you to create additional setups for different controls, and activate
those specific expression pedal setups for certain rigs. However the Profiler itself offers similar
functionality to modify the “CC01” expression pedal behavior depending on the current rig. So it can
be sufficient to have just those 2 expr.pedal setups here, globally linked to 2 jack inputs of the LG2.
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3.3 Presets

KPA preset setup

The preset setup is very simple and compact, thanks to the Profiler performance mode. It consists of
-

“Next performance” and “Prev performance” momentary effects, which will be linked to the
Up/Down switches and used to browse through Profiler performances

-

Five slot selection patches, used for selecting any out of 5 available slots within the current
performance.

-

A two-state effect for each of the available stomps and effects of the profiler. You see them
listed in the screenshot above.

-

A momentary effect for tap tempo control

-

A number of macros. You can create up to 625 macros, linked to each of the 625 available
rigs in performance mode (125 performances, containing 5 slots each). Each time a certain
rig is activated (using the Slot selection switches) the corresponding macro is fired.

This specific use of macros gives you all the power you need for controlling multiple devices
simultaneously, with the Profiler as central commanding unit. Depending on the currently selected
Profiler rig, any stream of MIDI messages can be automatically fired by the LG2 upon rig selection,
thus bringing any additional MIDI controlled device in sync with the Profiler. If the Profiler is the only
device in your MIDI chain, you don’t need those macros, and you can delete them all from the
sample setup.
Important remark: one of the huge benefits of the GORDIUS-Kemper integration through 2-way
communication is the possibility to have all LG2 effect states synchronized with the Profiler at all
times. The LG2 receives the effect state info from the Profiler and acts upon it. However, it is
important to know that the only way in which the LG2 can identify the different Profiler stomps, is
through their position in the two-state effects list: first effect is STOMP A, second effect is STOMP B,
and so on. Therefore it is absolutely necessary to keep the listed effects at the top of the effect list,
and in the order in which they are organized in the sample setup. If this simple rule is not followed,
effect synchronization will not work correctly!
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3.4 Preset content
Load the sample setup in ControlCenter, and check the Content page to inspect the MIDI stream
content for each of the presets and effects mentioned in the previous chapter. The MIDI content is
extremely simple: just a single CC message, as specified in the MIDI documentation of the Profiler.
The Tuner stompbox has some extra logic: next to the CC message to activate/deactivate the tuner
on the Profiler, it also contains a GORDIUS command to enable/disable the tuner display of the LG2.
Important remark: the Profiler has a very convenient feature with regards to its tuner. As soon as
you move the Volume pedal to its heel position (volume = 0), the tuner is automatically activated.
The Profiler also notifies the LG2 about this activation through its MIDI OUT connection. This way the
LG2 can automatically activate its tuner display accordingly. As soon as the volume pedal is moved up
again, tuner mode is deactivated and the LG2 tuner display disappears. As a result, you don’t actually
need a separate tuner stompbox, you can just use your volume pedal to enable tuning.

3.5 Bank setup

KPA bank setup
Of course you are free to organize your LG2 bank layout the way you prefer. Just modify the “KPA”
bank of the sample setup to your liking. The proposed setup has 4 slots on the lower row and 4 of the
most used stomps on the upper row. Slot 5 is linked to switch 9 and Tap tempo to switch 10. You can
also choose to make use of a “Direct bank”, and have all 9 possible stomps and effects available in
that bank. This gives you more extended control, but the effects are 1 click away from the slot
selection switches. The choice is yours.
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3.6 Banklist setup

banklist setup

As you will know, you need to have at least one banklist defined in order to activate the “KPA” bank
on the LG2. Apart from that, the bank/banklist setup can remain as simple as this: one single bank,
which contains all the control needed for your Profiler, and one setlist containing this bank, which
ensures it is loaded automatically after power up of the LG2.

4. The sample LGM2 setup
The proposed setup for the LGM2 is identical with the setup described in detail above, except for the
bank layout. The FCB1010 has a slightly different switch layout compared to the LG2. For the LGM2
setup we chose the same switch layout as available with the “UnO4Kemper” firmware for the
standalone FCB1010. Main difference between the UnO4Kemper solution and the LGM2 solution is
the preset name display, which is obviously lacking on the FCB1010. Also the power of the macros,
which can synchronize multiple different devices with your Profiler with a single foot click, is unique
for the GORDIUS solution.
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KPA bank setup for LGM2

Remark: for those using this sample setup with the LGM2 and FCB1010 as slave controller, we can
provide cool glow-in-the-dark stickers made specifically for this scenario. If interested check the
website www.uno4kemper.com, where you can order those stickers separately (apart from the
UnO4Kemper firmware, which is not relevant for LGM2 owners).

Glow-in-the-dark stickers for the FCB1010

Remark: when activating Kemper integration, the “FCB” LED on the module is used to indicate active
2-way communication between LGM2 and Profiler, instead of indicating an active connection
between FCB1010 and LGM2. For that same reason, the display on the FCB1010 will no longer show
its index “01” to indicate an active connection. The display will stay on “---", even after the
connection is established. Just a minor detail, which you can ignore.
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5. The sample LGX2 setup
As with the LGM2 variant, also the LGX2 sample setup is almost identical to the LG2 setup which was
discussed in detail in a previous chapter. However, the extra footswitches available on the LGX2 can
be seen as a huge advantage in this Kemper integration scenario.
First of all, you have the upper row of 5 footswitches, which matches perfectly with the 5 slots
available in each performance. The lower row of footswitches gives you control over as many as 8
different stomps and effects for the Profiler.

KPA bank setup for LGX2

Apart from the extra preset switch count, which matches the Profiler perfectly, the LGX2 also has 2
dedicated “Direct Bank” switches. This means that you could easily define the “KPA” bank as Direct
Bank for all other available LGX2 banks. As a result, you can have a “regular” LGX2 setup, with many
banks you can browse through, which can control different devices, and then 1 click on the D1 switch
would bring you to the KPA bank for control of the Profiler. This would provide you independent
control of the Profiler alongside control of any other device. This is just an extra, of course it is as well
possible (and for some maybe preferable) to stick to 1 single bank, and use the power of the macros
(as described in an earlier chapter) for controlling additional devices in sync with the Profiler.

Well, that’s it! Have fun with your GORDIUS Little Giant and your KEMPER Profiling Amp !!
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ADDENDUM : “partial” KEMPER integration
In the previous chapters we covered in detail how the GORDIUS controllers can be turned into real
KEMPER slave controllers, integrating optimally with a KEMPER Profiling Amp used in performance
mode.
The drawback of using the LittleGiant as a “dedicated” controller is that you actually turn it into a
“dumb” slave, with the major setup programming being done in the Kemper. This may be a little too
restricting for people using the Kemper as one of many MIDI controlled devices in the rig. Some may
prefer to take full advantage of all LittleGiant features, keeping the LG2 as the central “control room”
for the rig. Also in this case you can still take advantage of 2-way communication with the Profiler.
You can for instance use this communication just for having a crisp tuner display on the LittleGiant
OLED screen.
This limited Kemper integration can be achieved as follows (we wanted to add this feature without
needing yet another editor upgrade – hence this rather strange way of configuring it…) :
-

In the variables tab of ControlCenter configure the MIDI channel for Kemper integration. As
before, this will activate two-way communication with the Profiler.

-

Now go up a little on that same page, and tick the checkbox “Map channels of incoming MIDI
too”. As mentioned, this will sound strange, but with the Kemper integration checkbox ticked
this setting doesn’t have the original meaning at all. In this case it means: “I don’t want full
integration, I only need the Kemper tuner!”…

-

You can take it just one step further, and next to the tuner info also display the current
Profiler rig name and the name of a Profiler effect when it is being activated or deactivated.
You can do this by activating the setting “Always show selected preset name”, which you can
find on the Display tab (additionally to the 2 settings mentioned above)
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